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History

2018  Presentation @ NASIG Annual Conference

2018  Published paper in conference proceedings

2018  Joined NASIG Continuing Education Committee

2019  Co-Chair NASIG Continuing Education Committee

2020  Update Core Competencies
“The specific duties of the scholarly communication librarian (SCL), though, may be broad and amorphous. *Variety is the only constant* in the job duties of SCLs and responsibility for the full suite of competencies is beyond the reach of even the most accomplished librarian.”
The Heart of the Core Competencies

4 Themes
- Background Knowledge
- Technical Skills
- Outreach & Instruction
- Team Building

5 Areas of Emphasis
- IR Management
- Publishing Services
- Copyright Services
- Data Management Services
- Assessment & Impact Metrics

6 Personal Strengths
- Collaboration
- Communication Skills
- Enthusiasm/Ambition
- Generalist
- Comfort With Change & Ambiguity
- Personable
Impact

- Archives
- Workshops
- Student research
- Administrative records
- 4 Journals (#5 coming soon!)
- Goal of 2000 unique items by December
- Increased faculty adoption
- OER publishing
THANKS!

Questions?
jpate1@una.edu
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